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SARTARELLI TRALIVIO VERDICCHIO DEI CASTELLI
DI JESI CLASSICO SUPERIORE

Wine Type White Wine

Vintage 2021

Style Rich & Complex Whites

Country Italy

Region Marche

Grower Name Sartarelli

Grape Variety Verdicchio

ABV 14.00

Closure Natural Cork

Allergens Sulphites

Method

Product SKU SARTTRALIVIO21

TASTING
NOTES

This very elegant and full-bodied white wine of a lively and bright straw
yellow color opens with an alluring bouquet of aromatic spring herbs
developing then into aromas of acacia, linden, apricot and fresh almond. It
also has citrus fruit aromas and a mineral scent. In the mouth it is very
persistent. It is well balanced with a rich alcohol zing, acid freshness and
sapidity. Characteristically it has a bitter almond finish, which is the typical
recurring element of this varietal.

Food Matches

http://www.jascots.co.uk/download-wine-list


Salmon and raw fish, Chicken curry & Asparagus or mushroom risotto

REGION Marche

Marche was long kept from realizing its full potential as a premium
wine-growing area by poverty and geography; even with the
relative prosperity of recent decades and the improvements in
communication lines, Marche is still off the beaten track, but it has
been recognised as the New Tuscany. The ar... Read More                                                                                                                              

View More Wines From Marche

GRAPE Verdicchio

Verdicchio is one of Italy's classic white grape varieties, responsible
for the much-vaunted Verdicchios - di Matelica and Castelli dei Jesi.
Less famously, it is also often used as a high quality component for
many Italian white blends from regions such as Marche and Umbria,
to name just two. It ha... Read More                                                                                                                              

View More Wines With Verdicchio Grapes

Share This Wine

https://www.jascots.co.uk/6/blog/1/region/2395/marche/
https://www.jascots.co.uk/c2/buy-wine/filter-region/132/
https://www.jascots.co.uk/6/blog/3/grape-varieties/2471/verdicchio/
https://www.jascots.co.uk/c2/buy-wine/filter-region/251/
https://twitter.com/home?status=Sartarelli Tralivio Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi Classico Superiore, Sartarelli, Marche, Italy: https://www.jascots.co.uk/p4412/sartarelli-tralivio-verdicchio-dei-castelli-di-jesi-classico-superiore-sartarelli-marche-italy/ (via @JascotsWine)
http://www.linkedin.com/shareArticle?mini=true&url=https://www.jascots.co.uk/p4412/sartarelli-tralivio-verdicchio-dei-castelli-di-jesi-classico-superiore-sartarelli-marche-italy&title=Sartarelli Tralivio Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi Classico Superiore, Sartarelli, Marche, Italy&summary=This very elegant and full-bodied white wine of a lively and bright straw yellow color opens with an alluring bouquet of aromatic spring herbs developing then into aromas of acacia, linden, apricot and fresh almond. It also has citrus fruit aromas and a mineral scent. In the mouth it is very persistent. It is well balanced with a rich alcohol zing, acid freshness and sapidity. Characteristically it has a bitter almond finish, which is the typical recurring element of this varietal.&source=Jascots Wine Merchants

